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  New in Germany

  Maul-Tank Wilhelm Maul
Prüftechnik und Tankanlagenbau
e. K.
Booth: A5 - 221
https://www.maul-tank.de

ACRFM2 fuel terminal with Internet management system for general aviation

ACRFM2 fuel terminal with internet management system developed by pilots for pilots.
Available as OEM device or for retrofitting to existing systems. Simplifies refueling and
automates fuel management. Easy to use. Supports optional payment system via mobile app.
Fleet operation (refuelling with one and the same chip card) possible at up to 99 different
locations.
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  New in Europe

  Aircraft Builders Europe
Booth: B3 - 203
https://aircraftbuilderseurope.com/

Contact person:
Mr. Johan Koekkoek

E-Mail:
johan@aircraftbuilderseurope.com

The Sling High Wing The newest addition to the iconic range of Sling Aircraft

Featuring all the great Sling handling characteristics combined with the inherent stability of the
classic high wing design. Added to this, all the latest modern-day design safety features,
including ballistic parachute recovery system, low workload Garmin glass cockpit, efficient and
powerful 141 hp Rotax 915 iS turbocharged powerplant and Airmaster Constant Speed
Propeller.

 

  European Pride in Aviation
Network (EPAN) e.V.)
Booth: A5 - 124
https://www.prideinaviation.org

Contact person:
Mr. Daniel Rüdel

Phone:
+49 175 2987063

E-Mail:
press@prideinaviation.org

EPAN launches membership! Join Europe's aviation diversity and inclusion network.

European Pride in Aviation Network (EPAN) e.V. is thrilled to launch its membership program.
EPAN is committed to promoting diversity and inclusion in the European aviation industry and
provides a platform for individuals and organizations to connect and share their experiences.
Members have access to exclusive discounts, mentoring and more. Visit us at booth A5-124.

 

  Garmin
Booth: A6-205
https://avioportolano.it/en/news-
en.html#garmin_eng

Agreement Garmin® International Inc./Avioportolano® srl - April 2023

Avioportolano® srl (Venice - Italy) is pleased to announce a strategic alliance with Garmin®
International Inc. (Kansas - USA) to provide textual and cartographic information related to
Italian private runways open to GA and ULM traffic and related Avioportolano’s Aeronautical
Cartography for air navigation in VFR mode. The information will be made accessible in the
Garmin Pilot™ App for Apple® or Android mobile devices.
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  Planesurance
Booth: A6-400a
https://planesurance.app

Contact person:
Mr. Pintilie Adrian

Planesurance empowers aircraft owners and pilots to easily find an insurance quote for
their planes.

Planesurance empowers aircraft owners and pilots to easily find an insurance quote for their
plane or planes from the convenience of their mobile phone. With Planesurance, you can
submit a single quotation request that is sent to numerous insurance providers simultaneously.
This means that you'll receive multiple competitive quotes, allowing you to select the best offer
for your needs.

 

  ScanAviation A/S
Booth: A4 - 500
http://www.scanaviation.com

Contact person:
Mr. Kai Jensen

Phone:
+45 32 51 42 22

E-Mail:
kai@scanaviation.com

MT Propeller announces ScanAviation A/S as it’s Service Station

MT-Propeller announces ScanAviation A/S, a danish Part 145 Maintenance Shop for Piston
Engines and Propellers, it’s new Service Station for repair and overhaul as well as new
products sales . The official kick-off is held Wednesday, 19.04.2023 at 11.00 a.m. at
ScanAviations booth A4-500, by symbolically handing over a MT Propeller Blade to the
ScanAviation Crew.
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  New worldwide

  AdvanTec GmbH
Booth: A7 - 124
https://www.advantecgmbh.de/safe
batt2fly/

SafeBatt2Fly Innovative modular battery system for aviation applications with new BMS
system

SafeBatt2Fly A new battery system for aviation applications with an innovative Battery
Management System. The system is designed that it can also be easily adapted to other
applications, e.g. for electric drives for motor gliders, aircraft, UAM's, STOL'S, VTOL's etc.
Transmission of the BMS modules to the monitoring and control unit is: modular, wireless,
bidirectional, redundancy communication between the modules and bms.

 
  Air Lovers LLC
Booth: Foyer West - BP02
https://members.air-
lovers.com/registrierung/

Contact person:
Ms. Alexandra Schlösser

Phone:
+49 (0) 171 3175334

E-Mail:
alex@air-lovers.com

Air Lovers - True "we" culture in aviation for the big vision: Around the world with 80
pilots!

Air Lovers - THE community for pilots who want to enjoy their license to the fullest. How? Step
by step, leg by leg. The pilots of the Air Lovers Community fly on all continents and finally
circumnavigate the whole world! With the support of experts from the aviation scene, they
prepare themselves in a targeted manner, gather new experiences and literally expand their
horizons with every flight.

 

  CARUSO & FREELAND GmbH
Booth: A4 - 505
https://www.carusofreeland.net

Contact person:
Mr. Giuseppe Caruso

Phone:
+41 52 6724325

E-Mail:
freeland@bluewin.ch

Aviator sunglasses with UV and blue light protection. Study: Pilots exceed limits in sec.

CARUSO FREELAND GmbH has commissioned the University of Applied Sciences FHNW
Windisch Switzerland to carry out measurements, outdoors, public transport and airplanes
regarding blue light radiation. The international limits were taken by ICNIRP. The study was
conducted without, with 100% UV protection and UV and blue light goggles. Pilots belong to the
vulnerable target group (altitude) and use insufficient protection.
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  GROPPO AVIAZIONE
Booth: B2 - 105
https://www.groppoaviazione.com

Contact person:
Mr. Ronny Schäfer

Phone:
+49 172 3428888

E-Mail:
info@propellermann.de

GROPPO AVIAZIONE is bringing three aircraft from the 2023 model year to AERO with
some detail premieres.

GROPPO zeigt die TRAIL 2023 mit 600-kg-Zulassung und Rotax 914 Turbo-Motor. Die
G70-600 steht in der Top-Ausstattung auf Stand B2-105: mit dem superleichten e-Props
Glorieuse-3, dem Garmin G3X Glascockpit und Produktdetails wie der elektrischen
Querrudertrimmung. Die G70-600 Trainer ist für den robusten Schulbetrieb optimiert. Die
Version ist aerodynamisch überarbeitet und verzichtet auf den GROPPO-
Flächenklappmechanismus.

 

  HeART - Henrici Anti Reaction
Torque
Booth: A5 - 325

Phone:
+49 176 34408327

E-Mail:
guido.henrici@freenet.de

HeART- Henrici Anti Reaction Torque electrical drive / gearsystem with torque control

This drive can control the torque at constant and changing revolutions. Not only to compensate
the reactiontorque, also to have a full controllability around the driving axis. It is for helicopters,
eVTOL and many more areas of application

 

  Junkers Flugzeugwerke GMBH
Booth: A3 - 117

Junkers A60

The Junkers A60 is the latest Junkers model and is strongly based on its historical prototype,
the Junkers A50 Junior. The special style and fun factor is reinforced in this reinterpretation by
the new retractable landing gear, the nose wheel and especially by the fact that here pilot and
passenger sit side by side in the cabin, which can be flown with the canopy open and/or closed.
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  Meandair BV
Booth: A6 - 111
https://AirportWeather.com

Phone:
+31 15 2629 889

E-Mail:
marketing@meandair.com

AirportWeather.com

AirportWeather.com by Meandair is a software platform providing weather forecasting and
nowcasting services to all European GA airports, heliports and pilots. Our synthetic
METAR/TAF reports providing current conditions and near-term forecast for ceilings, visibility,
wind, precipitation, are updated continuously. Our services significantly improve safety of GA
flight planning and navigation.

 

  NANUK EU BV
Booth: A2 - 105
https://nanuk.eu/products/nanuk-98
0

Contact person:
Ms. Angie Ng

E-Mail:
ang@nanuk.com

NANUK 980 Protective Case Exterior: 760 mm x 412 mm x 186 mm Interior: 683 mm x 338
mm x 157

The NANUK 980 is a mid-size, long case that’s versatile enough to protect not-so-long gear,
lots of smaller gear, or both. Not as lengthy as our Long Cases, but twice as long as some our
Medium Cases, it’s built to protect valuable equipment in tough conditions. It’s designed with
deeper stacking ridges that gives it better stability for long term storage, transport, or quick
access.

 

  Niki Rotor Aviation
Booth: B4 - 403
https://nikiaviation.com

Contact person:
Ms. Miglena Kopcheva

Phone:
+359887310005

E-Mail:
megy.nikolova@nikiaviation.com

Side-by-side gyrocopter CRUISER. Innovative, elegant and friendly for pilots.

CRUISER combines outstanding design due to the tail construction concept and gives
breathtaking view from the cockpit. The machine has a comfortable seating and luggage
compartment which makes the gyroplane unique for a weekend trip. Fully carbon fibre fuselage
and engine frame give extreme light construction. Portable Navigation system with the iconic
iPad Pro App gives extra flexibility to combine work and pleasure.
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  R. Eisenschmidt GmbH
Booth: A5 - 207
http://www.eisenschmidt.aero

Contact person:
Ms. Nina Weinmann

E-Mail:
marketing@eisenschmidt.aero

UL-questionnaire DAeC

The Ultralight Flight Question Catalog has been developed in cooperation with the Air Sports
Equipment Office of the German Aero Club DAeC e.V.. It always contains the current, complete
questions for the supported UL licenses to prepare for the DAeC UL exam. The database has
about 2,500 exam questions and is used in Aviationexam.

 

  R. Eisenschmidt GmbH
Booth: A5 - 207
http://www.eisenschmidt.aero

Contact person:
Ms. Nina Weinmann

E-Mail:
marketing@eisenschmidt.aero

E-learning course radio navigation

Knowledge preparation for the radio navigation subject of the theory exam. Aspiring pilots of all
licenses can use the Eisenschmidt Academy e-learning courses to acquire the necessary
knowledge for the theory exam - regardless of time and place. The course comprises 8
modules with detailed explanation of the technology, followed by practical instructions and
exercises.

 

  R. Eisenschmidt GmbH
Booth: A5 - 207
http://www.eisenschmidt.aero

Contact person:
Ms. Nina Weinmann

E-Mail:
marketing@eisenschmidt.aero

V500 Benelux aeronautical chart

The Aeronautical Chart V500 is the first aeronautical chart for the rest of Europe that
corresponds in quality and design to the aeronautical chart ICAO 1:500,000. The V500 contains
the latest and up-to-date topography and air traffic control information. The Benelux map
covers the Netherlands, Luxembourg and Belgium. Publication date of the 2023 edition: 1 june
2023
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  R. Eisenschmidt GmbH
Booth: A5 - 207
http://www.eisenschmidt.aero

Contact person:
Ms. Nina Weinmann

E-Mail:
marketing@eisenschmidt.aero

headset bag "Alpha"

The Alpha headset bag offers enough storage space to always have the essentials with you:
Headset, flight log, map, a pair of pens, even an iPad Mini fits easily inside. Made of robust
nylon and without flashy design elements, it offers everything a headset bag needs.

 

  ScaleWings Aircraft GmbH
Booth: B4 - 309
https://www.scalewings.com/

Contact person:
Mr. Simon Schell

Phone:
+4915254674837

E-Mail:
simon.schell@scalewings.com

ScaleWings SW-51 Mustang SN007 (Model 2023)

The ScaleWings SW-51 Mustang SN007 (Model 2023), is a new generation of the Carbon
Mustang, which is equipped with a integral glass cockpit, an autopilot, technical improvements
and many further details, such as a refined paint scheme.
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